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By SARAH JONES

Consumers are turning to luxury brands for escapism and excitement as current events leave them disenchanted
with the world, according to a new report from WPP and Kantar Millward Brown.

In the agency's 2018 BrandZ rankings, the top 10 luxury brands grew their collective value by 28 percent, fueled both
by Chinese consumers and the constantly increasing digital marketing tactics leveraged by luxury brands. Italy's
Gucci saw the fastest increase in brand value, as it rose 66 percent year-over-year.

"Gucci had an extremely strong year with a one-year gain of 66 percent in brand value, driven by meaningful
difference and trust, two key metrics in creating brand equity," said Sana Carlton, group senior vice president at
Kantar Millward Brown, Norwalk, CT. "Over 12 years, the Gucci brand has increased 414 percent in value.

"Its recent bold designs and colors captured the mood of the times, and Gucci was also able to effectively be able to
create buzz by being present on the red carpet and endorsed by celebrities and by also using innovative influencers
on social media, such as Lil Miquela, a computer-generated avatar that is often seen in Gucci," she said.

The 13th annual BrandZ rankings assign a dollar valuation to brands based on consumer interviews and the
company's financial performance.

Brand values
French brands dominated the BrandZ rankings, representing six of the top 10. Louis Vuitton and Herms held their
respective first- and second-place positions from 2017, with brand values of $41.1 billion and $28 billion.

Gucci, which ranked third, saw the strongest growth on the list, with its brand value rising 66 percent to $22 billion.
Meanwhile, Dior's brand value grew 54 percent, putting it in ninth place.

Kering's Saint Laurent broke into the top 10 for the first time, placing tenth. In recent years, the brand has seen sales
momentum, with double-digit growth.
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Saint Laurent made the list for the first time. Image credit: Saint Laurent

One of the key factors driving brand growth today is digital engagement with consumers. From leveraging social
media to embracing influencers, brands that are seeing success are finding ways to turn digital marketing into
sales.

A number of brands have also invested in expanding their ecommerce. Burberry, which ranked seventh, recently
partnered with Farfetch to bring its online store to 150 countries (see story).

Reflecting the importance of digital, retailer JD.com and social platform Instagram both made the top 100 global
brands list. More than half of the total brand value in the top 100 rankings came from tech players.

"The use of digital and technology has become increasingly important for luxury brands, especially related to data,"
Ms. Carlton said. "Luxury brands need data to understand market changes and identify potential customers, which
has not been a natural practice for brands with deep heritage and a base of core customers that they know well.

"But customer needs and desires change with shifting societal trends, and like in any category, luxury marketers
need to stay ahead of the curve," she said. "Luxury brands have used the medium in keeping with their sophisticated
marketing approach, providing high production values, beautiful images and elite events.

"Social media will continue to play a role as luxury brands rely on influencers to reach a younger, broader
audience. We'll also expect to see more focus on brand experience in physical stores using artificial intelligence
and virtual reality."

Digital strategies have also helped brands reach the Chinese luxury buyer. Eighth-place Prada recently opened an
online store in China, catering to both the potential of the market and the fast growth of luxury ecommerce (see
story).

Prada opened a Chinese ecommerce site. Image credit: Prada

Herms similarly opened its first WeChat pop-up to better reach Chinese shoppers.

Across categories and channels, Chinese consumers are propelling luxury sales.

One of the key demographics in this market is the "Moonlight Clan," comprising millennials who spend all of their
money by the end of the month. This behavior is contrary to Chinese consumers' typical saving habits.

Along with the aforementioned brands, Chanel, Rolex and Cartier made the top 10, placing fourth, fifth and sixth.
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Heritage and innovation
While Italian brands have a strong heritage and tradition, they should also focus on innovation and creativity to drive
growth, according to a report from WPP and Kantar Millward Brown.

Luxury brands dominate the Italian-focused BrandZ rankings, with seven of the country's top 30 most valuable
brands, led by Gucci. Italy has a reputation for producing fine foods, fashion and cars, leading to a heavier
concentration of premium producers among the nation's top brands than is seen in most other countries (see story).

Meanwhile, French luxury companies who leverage heritage dominate as the most-valuable brands from France, but
smaller houses and foreign rivals are winning out in innovation.

WPP and Kantar Millward Brown's BrandZ Top 50 Most Valuable French Brands ranks Louis Vuitton as the most-
valuable French brand at $35.5 billion. The report also notes that the top four brands ranked in the French Top 50
have also secured places in the standard Top 50 (see story).

"French brands, such as Louis Vuitton, Herms and Chanel, have mastered the art of being timeless and timely," Ms.
Carlton said. "They have been able to respect the tradition of their heritage while still being on trend.

"One way they have done this is to create unique brand experiences based on their brand heritage stories," she said.
"All three brands have also mixed their strong heritage with innovation.

"For example, Herms has partnered with Apple and designed a collection of watchbands for the Apple Watch. Louis
Vuitton also partnered with artist Jeff Koons who created a limited collection of paintingsreproductions of some of
the great masters that were printed on Louis Vuitton handbags."
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